Geomancy Group website enquiries 2010-12
date
14/09/2010
07/10/2010
07/10/2010
11/10/2010
29/10/2010
01/11/2010
02/11/2010
03/11/2010
09/11/2010
09/11/2010
15/11/2010
18/11/2010
18/11/2010
21/11/2010
24/11/2010
02/12/2010
06/12/2010
17/12/2010
10/01/2011
26/01/2011
02/12/2011
21/02/2012
29/02/2012
07/03/2012
04/03/2012
27/03/2012
10/04/2012
25/04/2012
10/05/2012
30/05/2012
12/06/2012
29/06/2012
07/07/2012
24/07/2012
03/08/2012
10/08/2012
11/09/2012
15/09/2012
07/10/2012
16/10/2012

name
Julia Peddie
Owen Roberts
Ewan Gilmour
Julia Mumby
Maria Iksom
Matt Graham
Susan Plum
Fiona Hull
Steve Northcott
Jazz Mesquita
Hea Rin Jeon
Rosemary Lucas
Leah Glaser
Crista Harrington
Ibrahim Ibn Saana
Carolyn Longden
Elizabeth McKenzie
Mark Pearce
George Roy
Pam Timbrell

enquiry
Locations of interesting stone rings & labyrinths in SW UK
Interested in Celtic geomancy practices. From Barry, Wales.
Dowsing & geomancy training near Glasgow
seeking consultation in Leeds
seeking citation for sacred geometry essay - knows Ivan
advice on sacred geometry for anti-gravity use - troll
Meet geomancers & artists near Houston, Texas
seeking consultation in SW London
archaeological research in Cornwall
wanting to learn more
Korean with extravagant dowsing claims wanting to prove it to us
Seeking geomancers in Texas
consultation enquiry
wanting to share some musical theory
seeking membership of Group
visiting from NZ, looking for tourist recommendations
seeking consultation
incomplete email sharing his sacred geometry hypothesis
wants info on sacred geometry and commodity trading
geo-and techno-pathicn consultation in Cambridge
No enquiries for most of 2011 due to non-working contact form
Lilamani Wickramaratne
consultation in London area
Avnash Dhanjal;
consultation near Sutton Coldfield
Dayne Hruska
sharing information on earthquake prevention in California
Tom Prebis
US - seeking information about levitating stones (Coral Castle)
Debra Petersen
seeking group near Spokane, Washington
Les Cross
seeking contact on geomantic divination
Steve Prater
ASD member seeking geomancers in Michigan
Ashleigh North
Australia - general enquiry about geomantic cultural practices
Isabel Devine
consultation on flat in Spain
Alanna Moore
asking if we reviewed books
Marie Johnson
seeking information on Glasgow's Secret Geometry
Zoe Ilic
seeking consultation on GS
Christina Fuentes
NY - seeking to apprentice for geomantic magick
Meghan Sayres
author seeking info on curious Arabic geomancy device
Bob
seeking dowsing courses in Glasgow
Anthony Barnes
seeking free consultation
Katie Masters
Journalist seeking case studies
Frances
London - consultation on EMFs
Halilu Makhar
asked for copy of geomancy book
Caroline Richardson wanted more info relating to Richard's GS article

action
follow-up
responded with some web links
responded
responded
referred to Patrick
??
responded with permission to quote from website
tanks received
circulated to group for laughs
none
referred to ASD
referred to Susie
??
suggested contacting Nigel Twinn, Alan Neal, BSD local groups page
asked for more details, suggested BSD EEG courses
politely declined, referred to BSD site
thanks received
referred to ASD
thanks received
asked for more details and location
nothing returned.
polite response
nothing returned.
stock response sent
provided some weblinks (inc. BSD), invited further contact thanks received
referred to Susie(?)
?
none
none
referred to Susie, suggested BSD or Jim Doyle
thanks received
reported to Barry as problem with him
nothing done, alternative link posted.
referred to Susie or Sara
??
referred to Susie, suggested BSD
??
some correspondence ensued, link on BSD forum
thanks received, left mobile number
GG responded
also reported that contact form broken
suggested Chuck Pettis or ASD
responded in the negative
commented kindly on GG's website
didn't respond
referred to Richard & Julie
thanks received
GG did remote dowse on property
thanks received
Sent greetings from all
reciprocated.
GG responded
asked for more info
client engaged Richard
suggested Patrick or Ivan, but seems it's divinatory geomancy she's interested in
circulated to group for perusal
suggested a couple of books
GG responded
suggested asking on BSD forum
wanted to know if work could be guaranteed!
suggested Patrick or Susie
ongoing
suggested Richard or Roy Riggs
ongoing
asked which book in particular?
no response yet.
referred to Richard's website
thanks received.

d be guaranteed!

